Switch to personality

Switches, sockets and boxes
M-Creativ – Design and function for individualists

The trend is heading towards products that users can adapt individually to meet their needs. The most important thing here is: it has got to be simple, flexible and quick.

Schneider Electric has developed a new design line in System M that is more than a frame design. M-Creativ is the first frame that you can personalise and design yourself.

In your favourite colour, with your favourite wallpaper, a photo or a picture you have painted yourself. You can easily exchange the motifs yourself – whenever and as many times as you want. You can also combine your entirely personal M-Creativ design with all functions that System M offers.
Express your personality and design the M-Creativ frames and inserts just as you want – whenever you want and with total individuality.

**Individual design**
M-Creativ frames are available in all versions. In combination with the three most commonly used inserts (switch, dimmer and socket-outlet), M-Creativ becomes an individual object – with four supplied inserts in different colours, your choice of wallpaper or with your own entirely free design.

**Individual function**
All System M functions fit in the M-Creativ frame. You can freely combine your personal designs with the 175 functions of System M and based on the technology of your choice: conventional, PlusLink or KNX.
The M-Creativ principle

M-Creativ consists of 3 components:
1. Supporting frame
2. Insert
3. Transparent cover
and is available as a frame, socket-outlet, switch and dimmer.

Change insert:
Pull off transparent frame, exchange insert, put frame back on - job is done!

Planning tip
For those places where you prefer to have a neutral frame, simply choose the cover frame in polar white.
For individualists ...

Are you style-conscious and do you like to emphasise features? With M-Creativ, the frames and inserts easily blend in with your favourite wallpaper.

Rotary dimmer with exchangeable M-Creativ frame and central plate

Do you particularly appreciate solutions that are not just individual, but also practical? Use the entire switch surface for your favourite motif or make M-Creativ into a useful little helper.

1-gang switch with exchangeable M-Creativ frame and rocker
... with creative ideas

Do you like it flexible? M-Creativ allows your holiday photo to be framed one day and an image of your current hobby the next.

Socket-outlet with increased protection against accidental contact

Design with Mix&Match!

Visit www.webaddress.com and design your own M-Creativ switch with your favourite colours, wallpapers or pictures. Try it on individual wall designs as you wish. You can also conveniently print your M-Creativ design. Discover the diversity of M-Creativ!

Scan the code for more information!